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Abstract. The principle of graph theory which has been widely used in computer networks is
now being adopted fo1 lork in protein clustering, protein siructural matching, and protein
foldilg and modeling. In this worli, we present two case studies on the use of griph thelry for
ryoteil clustering and tertiary structural matching. In protein clustering, we extended a clustiring
algorithm based on a maximal clique while in thi protein tertiaf structural matching we
explored the bipartite graph matching algorithm. The iesults obtained in both the case ,tidi",will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Graph theory is a domain in mathematics about the study of graph representation
and manipulation of certain objects like a structure or string ..q,i.n.r. Clr"pft can be
refened 

19 as a group of vertices (or nodes) and edges 1or tint<9. The edge carries a
relationship between two adjacent vertices. The principie of graph th"o"i which has
9*t widely used in computer networks is now being 

-adopted for work in
bioinformatics' such as protein clustering, protein structurallatching, biological data
analysis and protein folding and modeling. tn this paper, we present two case studies
on t!9 use of graph theory in graph bised clusiering and graph based structural
matching.

RELATED WORK

In this section we present the related work for graph based clustering and graph
based structural matching.

Graph Based Clustering

Graphs can be used to represent relations between protein sequences. The label of
the node in the label weighted graph is the protein sequence tag and the weighted edge
i: trt similarity values_ between two protein ,"q.r.ni"r. The Matsuda, Ish]hara, and
Hashimoto algorithm [7] introduced new graph structure called p-quasi complete
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graph for describing a family of sequence with a confidence measure and used graph

it*cture to generate a set of sub-graphs from the sequence. Their proposed method

classifies the whole genome using similarity based algorithm. They then extended the

single linkage clustering method for classifiirng the whole genome. Single linkage

cluitering -ithod in graph is finding the maximal connected sub-graph.
protoMap [8] is a fully automated hierarchical clustering of protein sequences.

Their *ork-prtduced well defined groups of strongly connected protein families and

sub-families. Kawaji et al. [9] uses graph partitioning method to cluster the protein

sequences in relate-d groups. They focus on approximate distantly related proteins

wiihout overlapping grorrpr by iterative partitioning. This solution resolved the

problem of higir computational cost in method bV [7]. The algorithm uses the

normalized cut algorithm and Kernighan and Lin [0] heuristic to partition the graph.

ProClust is an extended version of the algorithm proposed by Bolten et al. [1U. tlU
developed a graph based protein clustering using transitive homology. The similarity

values between two sequences are calculated using Smith-Watertnan algorithm.

Sun Kim [12] proposed a graph clustering algorithm using two graph properties: bi-

connected .o-pon"trt and articulation point. Bi-connected components represent the

protein family and articulation points represent the multi-domain protein. Cluster-C
'1131 .5"r pro*i-ity matrix values to build graph. The calculation of proximity matrix

ir it " 
product of running the Smith-Waterman algorithm on all versus all protein

sequence comparison.

Graph Based Structural Matching

Willet tll attempted to extend his works in cheminformatics technique to

bioinformatics. He claimed that both fields have large volumes of moleculat data

which require heavy computational processes. Willet has identified protein secondary

structure elements (SSgrj as a linear structure represented by graph. The node in the

graph will be the 
'SSEs 

(o-helix or p-strand) and the_ edge will be the geometric

ielationships between pairs of SSEs. Each edge in the gaph caqy threg-part of
attributes c-ontaining lajthe angle between apair of vectors that describe the SSEs; (b)

the distance of cloiest approach between two vectors; and (c) the distance between

midpoints.
Ii*rro [2] has represented carbohydrate structures in Complex Carbohydrate

Structure Outubur. (fCSO) by labeled graphs and the matching is performed using

subgraph isomorphism algorithm. The vertices and edges of the labeled graph denote

the iesidues and inter-residue linkages of the carbohydrate structure, respectively.

Adrian 2003 [3] has applied graph theory to SCWRL, an existing program for side-

chain conformation prediction to solve the combinatorial problem. Side chain is

represented as verticls in an undirected graph. The edge between residues only

upp.*. if it has rotamers with nonzero interaction energies. Once all the side chains

have been represented in graphs, those without edges between each other will be

partitioned into connected subgraphs and later divided into biconnected components.

The combinatorial problem is ieduced by finding the minimum energy of these small

biconnected components. The results are combined to identiff the global minimum

energy conformation.
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Another work focused-on graph representation is by Huan 2004 I5l. They have
created three versions of graph representation on prot.in structure Jnd run each
version in a frequent subgraph mining algorithm. Fiom these representations, they
want to identi$r which version can carq/ out the most discriminatory subgrapl
signatures of the protein structure. Oonatd [6] represents a protein ,t urt*" u,
constraint network where the vertices are the protein atoms, the edges are the distance
constraint between atoms and every angle between edges is stored.

CASE STUDY 1: GRAPH BASED PROTEIN SEQUENCE
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Brief Introduction And Background

Graph-Based methods transform the clustering problem into graph partitioning
problem using graph algorithm and heuristic methods. Normally *ait rt"d graph ii
used assuming the symmetric relations between objects. The choice of simiiarity
measure depends on the problem domain. Finding a cluster in a set of protein
sequences is analogous to finding cliques in a graph which involved partitioning the
graph' Relations between protein sequences can be presented using a graph. Vertices
in the graph are the protein seq,rencis while edges represent a relation between two
vertices. A clique is a subset of vertices, where all vertices in the subset are directly
connected to each other.

Methods

The general overview of the graph based clustering algorithm follows closely to the
one given by [12].-The general procedure for the clustering algorithm is divided into
four main phases. They are as follows:
1. Pre-processing
Compute the similarity or distance values between two proteins. For a database with K
sequences, the complexity of this phase tr ,(ga,)). ttrt, [13] and [14] use smith

d **r" r(r-r)'1
waterman algorithm to calculate the similarity which result in \ z )
complexity where K is the number of protein iequences in database and m and n are
length of proteins. In our proposed algbrittrm we userthe N-Gram Hirschberg (NGH)

o(!!,r(r-t))
algorithm [15]. The complexity of our algorithm is \ n 2 / where i/ is the
size of the N-Gram.
2. Build Graph @
Build directed Gtuph Gr based on the similarity values calculated in step l. The
threshold value is determingd by user. Threshold values are set by biologists to filter
out "false positive", a condition where a protein sequence is incorrectly Justered into
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the wrong group. A strict threshold will result in too many true sequences being

discarded and a very low threshold will results in bringing in the'hon-member" into

the clusters. This is i very subjective issue and is to be resolved by the biologists.
j. Find all cliques in tire graph Cc. This algorithm is the extension of large scale

clustering algorithm based on extraction of maximal clique [13].
4. Post-Processing: Eliminate sub-clusters and Merge clusters.

Two families are merged into one bigger family if they share more than 80% similar

sequences. Protein seq-uences that exist in too many families are deleted'

Table I gives the experimental results of running of HGC and N-Gram Hirschberg

clustering Ncrrcq for all datasets. The results for BAG, SEQOPTICS and

blastclusi aretaken ftom [14]. The values are the qualrty of clusters produced by each

algorithm relative to the *fiui" clusters. Value 0 implies that the "derived" cluster is

toLtfy different from the "filIe" clusters while value I implies that the 'oderived'o

clusters are the same as the "true" clusters. Four perforrnance metrics were used,

namely Jaccard (JC), random statistics (RS), precision (P) and recall (R). The qualtty

of clusters produced using the COG data set by the NGHGC algorithm is less than

those by HGC measured by all the four metrics. However NGHGC algorithm is much

faster when producing the distance matrix based on the experiments and results of

[15]. This is the main advantage of NGHGC over HGC and this will become more

obvious when dealing with bigger datasets.

Results And AnalYsis

TABLE 1. Comparison of ClusterinC Rgqrtq Different Aleorithm.x Performance
Metrics coG PFAMl NCBI Swiss.Prot

NGHGC
JC 0.77 0.98 0.87 0.86

RS 0.88 0.99 0.87 0.79

P 0.84 0.99 0.92 0.87

R 0.89 0.99 0.94 0.97

HGC

JC 0.91 0.98 0.97 0.98

RS 0.91 0.98 0.97 0.98

P 0.96 1.0 1.0 0.99

R 0.94 0.98 0.97 0.99

BAG

JC n.a 0.27 0.60 0.50

RS n.a n.a n.a n.a

P n.a 1.0 1.0 1.0

R n.a 0.2 0.60 0.50

SEQOPTIC

JC n.a 0.85 0.66 0.81

RS n.a n.a n.a n.a

P n.a 0.98 0.82 0.99

R n.a 0.87 0.78 0.22

Blasclust

JC n.a 0.04 0.1l 0.06

RS n-a n.a n.a n.ct

P n.a 1.0 1.0 1.0

R n.a 0.04 0.11 0.06
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CASE STUDY 2: GRAPH THEORY FoR PROTEIN TERTIARY
STRUCTURAL MATCHING

Brief Introduction And Background

In this case study, graph theory is applied to both data representation and matching
algorithm. For data representation, a reference frame is used to calculate a feature
vector for matching. To find similarity between two structures, bipartite graph
matching algorithm is applied. The reference frames extracted from protein tertiary
structure are used to acquire the feature vectors for matching by using the bipartiie
graph matching algorithm. The reference frame is generated from back6one fragment
specifically the sequential order of atom N-Co-C. Each structure can be described as a
graph where the atom and the connection between the others atoms are visualized as
the nodes and the 

-edges, 
respectively. Each node is labeled by a set of coordinates (.r,

y, z).Details of reference frame for this work is covered in tt6].

Methodology

_ The matching is based on the backbone fragment of each sffucture. The backbone
fragments (chain of 3 atoms, N-Co-C) are extracted to form a reference frame. To
find maximum matching, a maximum flow method and breadth-first search is applied
to the problem. The bipartite graph consists of two partitions, A and B. partition A is
exclusively to represent structure A (query), and partition B for structure B (target).
Each vertex in Partition A represents a set of new coordinates calculated based on
reference frames identified in the query. If the query structure has l/ identified
reference frames, Partition A will have N vertices. The same applies to partition B
with the target. For initial matching, edges are created from each nett"* from partition
A, to all vertices in Partition B. Here, ,A/ x N edges are formed. The edges' weight is
the similarity between two sets of coordinates leach from partition A *jn;. From the
constructed graph, maximum flow technique is applied to get as many weighted edges
connecting vertices- lom both partitions. A maximum flow value is proiuced at the
9nd. The query will be tested with target structures from the database. The target with
highest maximum flow value is considired similar to the query.

Results

To benchmark the matching result, we refer to the dataset and result from work by
Carlo et. al. [17] on comparison of protein secondary structures based on indexing
technique. They compared the target structure ll0M against 21,000 proteins in the
database, and came out with top 25 hits. In our experirient, we downioaded first l0
structures from the top 25 hits (ll2M, l0gM, lMay, lJDo, lllM, 103M, IMNO,
108M, 106M, ttvtw!)_and randomly add another l0 structures (ll3L, ll2L,lllL,
110L, 109L, 108L, 107L, r04L, 103L, r02L) as input to our program, with the same
target protein 110M. The expected matching result is l0 highJst matching values
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should go to the first l0 structures taken from the benchmark result in [17]. Our result

shows that from the top ten hits, eight structures are correctly classified (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Top l0 Hits for Matching Result'

Protein
109M
106M
111M
103M
108M
lJDO
lMCY
112M
1031
1041

Matching Value
1M.641465
140.205632
140.204562
139.608685
138.334305
134.549607
134.399218
126.016013
46.401593
42.408290

true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, TP
true positive, FP
true oositive. FP

By using confusion matrix evaluation, the result shows 80% of precision, sensitivity

and accuracy as compared to [17].

SUMMARY AND FUTIJRE WORI(

Both the graph based clustering and graph based matching involved compute

intensive taski. As way forward, we hope to explore parallel methods to speed up

computation.
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